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1. Description
1.1. Name of Focal point contract: Christopher Heinecken – Tag Recovery Contract

Manager
1.2. Name and title of the Contact person: Mr Stewart Norman - Tag Recovery Program

Manager
1.3. Name of Beneficiary and affiliated entity in the Activity: Capricorn Marine

Environmental ( Pty) Ltd
1.4. Title of the Activity: Awareness and Tag Recovery within the framework of the

Atlantic Ocean Tropical Tuna Tagging Programme (AOTTP)
1.5. Contract number: N4001546C
th

th

1.6. Start date and end date of the reporting period: 9 February 2017 to 29 February

2020
1.7. Target region(s): South Eastern Atlantic
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2. Assessment of Implementation of Activities
Executive summary of the Activities

In preparation for the implementation of the Tag Recovery activities during the reporting
period CapMarine nominated a Recovery Officer (RO) responsible for all activities
undertaken. Initially the role of the RO, the contract manager and the project manager was to:
1. make contact with all major harbours and launching sites used by both commercial and
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

recreational fisheries and distribute awareness materials to these areas;
develop a public advertising program explaining the tagging program and the tag recovery
procedures. This program would include popular recreational and commercial fishing
magazines;
place periodic advertisements in local newspapers to maintain awareness as well as report
the progress of the tagging program;
raise awareness through social media by maintaining the “Facebook” page keeping it up
to date with news on the tagging program and any recoveries;
engage all tuna fishing Recognised Industrial Bodies (RIBs) including the South African
Tuna Linefishing Association (SATLA), the South African Tuna Association (SATA), the
Large Pelagic Small to Medium Enterprises (LPSME) Association;
Engage with the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) through the
biannual Large Pelagics Management Working Group (LPMWG), chaired by members of
the Marine Resource Management Chief Directorate, and Large Pelagics and Sharks
Scientific Working Group (LPSSWG), chaired by members of the Fisheries Research and
Development Chief Directorate;
in addition influential people that chair tuna, angling or boating associations were
contacted via email with details of the AOTTP and for further distribution to their
members;
a tag-seeding program was implemented by CapMarine in order to evaluate the reporting
efficiency of commercial fishermen and fish processing factories; and
The RO was responsible for payment of rewards and issuing of t-shirts to recovery
persons as well as collection of biological samples from recovered fish.
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Activities and Results

Tag Recovery Program
The tag recovery program was managed from the CapMarine offices in Cape Town. A
dedicated tag recovery officer (RO) was appointed with the following responsibilities:





preparation and coordinating the distribution of awareness materials to all points
where tag recoveries could occur;
undertake personal visits to harbour masters, fish processing plants and recreational
fishing clubs to raise awareness of the tagging project and need to be vigilant for tag
recaptures;
prepare articles and advertisements in commercial and recreational publications and
place advertisements in local coastal newspapers to raise awareness of the tagging
project and recovery of tags; and
monitor a dedicated recovery number to receive calls and details of recovered tags and
distribute reward materials for recovered tags.

Awareness materials consisting of flyers, pamphlets and large notices were prepared and
printed (Appendix 1). The RO, with directives from the ICCAT tag recovery personnel
undertook these tasks and coordinating the distribution of the awareness materials to all the
major harbours and launching sites, used by both commercial and recreational fisheries,
around the South African coastline. With a view that tuna tagged off the south western Cape
coastline could foreseeably move eastwards into the Indian ocean region or up the west coast
of South Africa, the range of distribution initially covered the entire coast from St Lucia in
the province of Kwa-Zulu Natal to Port Nolloth on the north west coast. The distribution of
these awareness materials targeted specifically:




harbours and launching sites from where tuna vessels operate;
tackle shops and commercial outlets serving both commercial and recreational
fisheries: and
fish processing establishments that received processed and marketed fresh tuna.

Advertisements and articles were also published in local newspapers and popular recreational
and fishing magazines (Appendix 2) to reach a broader range of people involved in fisheries
residing further inland. These were repeated at three to six month intervals throughout the
first two years of the tag recovery project. Further awareness through social media was also
undertaken by creating a Facebook page that was kept up to date with news on the tagging
program and any recoveries during the first year (https://www.facebook.com/South-Africantuna-tagging-program-163941380771135/ ). The procedure for anyone catching a tagged fish
and returning a whole tagged fish with a “red tag” was provided in the awareness pamphlets.
Awareness materials were also provided to CapMarine observers that were deployed onboard
both local and foreign tuna longline vessels operating from South Africa. In addition,
awareness materials were provided to Capfish cc observers deployed onto carrier vessels that
were involved in the transhipment of tuna on the high seas in accordance with the ICCAT and
IOTC Regional Observer Program (ROP). These materials were distributed to the longline
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vessels when the observer undertook their inspections of the longline vessel prior to the
transhipment taking place.
The RO was required to continuously monitor a dedicated android smartphone that answers to
the number (+27 63 634 2503), which was also advertised on all tag recovery and awareness
material. This phone was continuously monitored throughout the tag recovery program and is
currently still being monitored. The phone was also programmed to upload all the details of
recovered tagged fish using the dedicated Memento smartphone application.
Facilities to store a whole fish recovered with a red tag are available at the CapMarine head
office as well as at the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) laboratory
in Cape Town. Arrangements were made with DAFF to conduct biological sampling on
recovered fish in their wet-laboratory.
Storage for awareness materials as well as t-shirts provided by ICCAT were stored and made
available in the CapMarine offices.
Meetings were held with key companies identified for tuna processing that included:
 Viking Fishing Group
 Irvin & Johnson Ltd.
 Oceania Group Ltd.
 Greenfish Traders
The main recreational angling clubs and associations in the Western Cape, South Africa, that
were contacted included:
 The South African Deep Sea Angling Association
 The Charter Boat Association
 Atlantic Boat Club
 The Cape Boat and Ski-Boat Club
The main commercial industry association that were contacted included:
 The South African Tuna Association
 The South African Tuna Longline Association
 The Large Pelagics Small and Medium Enterprises association
In total, awareness materials and direct communication was made with over 114 contact
points that included:
 harbour managers;
 fish processing and cold storage facilities;
 recreational fishing organisations; and
 companies marketing recreational and commercial fishing gear.
The CapMarine RO was also afforded the opportunity to make presentations to several of the
recreational angling clubs where he could expand on the objectives of the ICCAT AOTTP
and raise the awareness for tag recovery. In addition, articles were printed in six publications
describing the ICCAT AOTTP, its objectives and highlighting the importance to look out for
tags and tag returns, providing the contact details for reporting recovered tags.
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CapMarine also provided tag recovery awareness pamphlets and briefings directly to South
African tuna longline vessels. The observers while onboard were in a position to directly brief
the vessels crew and also monitor the fish caught for tags. Observers were also deployed with
the same mandate onto six Japanese and one Taiwanese flagged vessels that were licenced to
operate within the South African Exclusive Economic Zone.
Tag recovery materials translated into Japanese, Chinese and Indonesian (Appendix 1) were
also provided to CapFish Observers deployed onto carrier vessels in terms of the ICCAT and
IOTC Regional Observer Program to monitor transhipments on the high seas. The materials
were provided directly to the vessels Captains when the observers undertook their document
inspection onboard the longliners prior to the start of the transhipment.

Tag’s recovered
In the period from the 3rd November 2017 to the 20th October 2019 a total of ten fish were
recovered and reported by commercial and recreational fishermen (Table 1). Three red
spaghetti tagged fish were reported and two out of three of the archival tags were recovered.
Seven yellow tagged fish were reported. Tags were reported via the tag return number
provided in the tag awareness material, through the LPSSWG Chair from FRD or through
direct communication with staff at CapMarine. The information was subsequently reported to
the ICCAT recovery team using the android tag reporting Memento cellphone application.
The fish returned with archival tags were dissected at the DAFF laboratory and the relevant
information captured and, together with the archival tag, returned to the ICCAT tag recovery
personnel. Fish red tagged 83883 with LOTEK internal archival tag 86838 was processed and
electronic data submitted to ICCAT-AOTTP for analysis. Data indicated that the fis spent the
full time at liberty in the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 1).
Of the 13 PSAT tags deployed a total of 12 were recovered (Table 2). Only a single tag
recovery indicated likely post-capture mortality (83865) and a single tag was not recovered
(83882) for reasons unknown but possibly incorrect programming or faulty battery or
transmission. The remaining 11 PSAT tags either went near-to or to full term. Data was
processed by the AOTTP (Figure 2).
Rewards were issued to the recover person (orange t-shirt and R150.00) and the vessel crew
(yellow t-shirts). Fish that were recovered with a red spaghetti tag were purchased from the
vessel owner in order that biological samples could be taken from the fish. All red tagged fish
were injected with between 10-15ml oxytetracyline before release regardless of whether it
was fitted with an electronic tag. A snapshot of reward materials being distributed is provided
in Appendix 3.
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Figure 1: Horizontal movement of Yellowfin tuna (FL 147 cm, red tag 83883) with LOTEK
internal archival tag 86838 after 375 days at liberty.

Figure 2: PSAT tag horizontal movement tracks. Time at liberty extended
from 3- 91 days.
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Tag Seeding Program
The tag seeding operation was initiated in December 2017. Of the 50 plastic-tipped tagseeding tags issued to CapMarine a total of 45 plastic-tipped tags were handed out to a select
number of skippers of longline and small tuna pole/baitboat vessels and 5 to a scientific
observer on board a tuna longline vessel. The skippers and observer were briefed on the
protocol to insert the seed tags, as far as possible without involving any of their crew and
maintaining full confidentiality so not to alert the processing factories. 18 of the 55 tags were
inserted into yellowfin tuna during the offloading process.
The remaining 37 seed tags were not deployed was as a result of the low catch rate of
yellowfin tuna and Skippers not having the opportunity to place the tags issued.
At the end of 2018 the tag seeding program was reconciled (Table 3). Each of the skippers
that had been issued with tags was contacted. Notably with the exception of one vessel, none
of the other outstanding tags had been deployed.
The remaining tag-seeding program tags that that were not deployed remain at the Recovery
Head Offices in Cape Town. Those tags are built with a specific metal tag head. No tag
implementation device was issued to CapMarine in order that those tags may be deployed.
CapMarine discovered an implementation device in storage used during the previous IOTC
tag seeding program. With only a single implementer available those tags could not be issued
to Skippers.
The question arose as to the best opportunity to deploy tags on board a tuna-pole or tuna
longline vessel considering that the Skipper and crew would likely be complicit in the
activity. Thus the seeding program would effectively be targeting only the Fishery Monitor at
offload and the factory staff at offload and during processing. Feedback from the AOTTP
program manager Doug Beare provided CapMarine with the mandate to continue the tag
seeding activities at the quayside that target only the Fishery Monitor at offload and the
factory staff at offload and during processing. However due to the erratic landing times of
tuna pole and longline vessels and the shortage of land-based staff available to conduct
seeding operations, further limited by the type of seeding tag requiring a specific tag
implementation tool, CapMarine ceased to conduct tag-seeding operations at the quay side.
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Table 1: Summary of spaghetti tags and internal archival tags recovered by CapMarine during the reporting period.
No.

1

2

Fork
Length
(cm)

143

146.8

Tag
code

83880

83883

Geographic
location

-34.833,
19.1666

-34.030,
17.32

Species

Yellowfin
tuna

Yellowfin
tuna

Electronic
tag code

Recover
person

86803

Sean
Walker
(vessel
owner)

86838

Justin van
Bonde
(Skipper)

Date
recovered

03/11/2017

20 04 2018

Days at
liberty

Recovery Capture and Notification Notes

Recovery processing and sampling Notes

207

Fish recovered onboard South African pelagic
longliner Seawin Sapphire. Fish gilled and gutted at
sea. Shore skipper, Ahkmed, made aware of the tag
once the vessel landed. Shore skipper notified factory
manager, Cyril Akers, of tagged fish. For some reason
the fish was further processed by removal of the tail
and cutting of the head (some discrepancy here
about when and who found the tag). Recovery
Officer cellphone battery was dead over the
weekend and Stewart Norman was notified of the
tag on Monday morning (06/11/2017) by Edward
Pickup of Wild Caught Products. Further Shaun
Walker the boat and factory owner (SeaFreeze)
contacted Norman to provide details of the fish
caught and permission to collect from the factory.

The YFT, weighing 47.5 kg (processed weight) and
with reconstituted length of 143 cm was collected
and transported to CapMarine offices. The otoliths
were not available for extraction as during
processing in the factory the head was sawed
through exactly at the location of the otoliths. The
electronic archival tag was still within the body
cavity even though the fish had been gutted. The
tag was in the process of being phagocytosed by
the stomach cavity lining. The antennae of the tag
had been cut off - presumably by the vessel crew
or factory. The spaghetti tag was still securely
anchored in the Pterigiophores of the 2nd dorsal
fins. Samples taken from the fish include the
caudal vertabrae and the 1st dorsal fin spines. No
otoliths recovered. Spaghetti tag and archival tag
recovered.

375

Vessel Baitboat Puffin. Justin van Bonde Skipper. Fish
caught on South African tuna pole vessel, Puffin.
Skipper Justin von Bonde alerted by crewmember
doing processing duties.

Biological samples taken include the caudal
vertebrae and otoliths. Female ovary stage 2, early
maturity. Whole fish purchased and sampled at
DAFF Lab. LOTEK tag was sent to ICCAT with DAFF
delegation.

No samples taken as fish already sold

No samples taken as fish already sold

3

n/a

52927

-34.100,
17.533

Yellowfin
tuna

n/a

Mark
Felgate
(Skipper)

21 04 2018

376

Vessel baitboat Antares. Mark Felgate Skipper. Tag
reported to skipper by crew member after pulling tag
out of fish. Upon offload fish passed through
inspection unnoticed as no more tag present to
identify it, which meant no fork length measurement
recorded.

4

169

52934

-34.1423,
17.9575

Yellowfin
tuna

n/a

Garry Nel
(Skipper/O
wner)

17/05/2018

401

Vessel Baitbot Django
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No.

Fork
Length
(cm)

Tag
code

Geographic
location

Species

Electronic
tag code

5

n/a

52898

-33.925,
18.493

Yellowfin
tuna

n/a

6

130

52830

-34.469,
17.335

Yellowfin
tuna

n/a

7

143

52900

-34.56,
18.24

Yellowfin
tuna

n/a

Recover
person
Ryan
Greenfish
(Trader)
John
Pretorius
(Skipper)

Tristan
Oosthuizen
(crew)

Date
recovered

Days at
liberty

Recovery Capture and Notification Notes

Recovery processing and sampling Notes

18 05 2018

414

Ryan at Greenfish Processor recovered the tag but
fish was already processed. H&G weight 30kg.
Recovered from Vessel COVI 2

No samples taken as fish already sold

12 05 2018

437

Vessel Leisha, Sports and recreational vessel.

No samples taken as fish already sold

569

Vessel Nirvana. Fishing gear – Shimano Tyrnos
LR550, Finnor Tuna Stick, B. T-line 80lb
53.4 kg (bled round weight). Additional length
measurements taken with a tape - upper jaw to first
dorsal (LD1) = 39cm. Curved fork length (CFL) = 147
cm.

No samples taken as fish already sold

20 10 2018

8

139

52755

-36.5345,
20.164

Yellowfin
tuna

n/a

Nicholas
Mphili
(Skipper)

23 11 2018

656

9

159

83876

-33.709,
17.491

Yellowfin
tuna

n/a

Walter
(Skipper)

26 04 2019

753
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Fish recovered off tuna longline vessel Saxon 200 km
south of Cape Agulhas. Tag Finder was the Skipper Nicholas. Fish processed on board the vessel.
Recovered on Monday 26 November at Cape Town
Harbour. FL length measured at 139 cm. Distance
from first dorsal spine to tip of upper-jaw (DL1)
measured at 38 cm. Weight +- 40 kg. Crew awarded
with t-shirts x 16 yellow + 1 orange T-shirt. Picture of
crew taken.
Vessel Baitboat Hotline II. Fish gilled and gutted at
sea by crew before noticing red tag in fish adjacent
to 2nd dorsal. Apparently the crew cut open the
stomachs and remove the contents for consumption
and did not notice any archival tag embedded in the
stomach cavity. The crew and Skipper were
interviewed and there was consensus that there was
no archival tag present in the fish. There is the
possibility that the fish ingested/phagocytosed the
tag into the stomach and expelled it naturally. The
alternative is that a crew member disposed of the
tag and was nervous to say anything in case he
jeopardised his position on the vessel. Gilled and
gutted weight measured with a scale at quay-side =
59 kg. Upper jaw fork length measured at quay side =
159cm
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No samples taken as yellow-tagged fish with no
OTC

Head, caudal vertebrae and dorsal spines
retrieved. Purchase price R60/kg. Otoliths
extracted. No archival tag present.
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No.

10

Fork
Length
(cm)

168

Tag
code

52853

Geographic
location

-36.666,
19.933

Species

Yellowfin
tuna

Electronic
tag code

n/a
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Recover
person

Marco de
Pau
(Skipper)

Date
recovered

21 08 2019

Days at
liberty

Recovery Capture and Notification Notes

Recovery processing and sampling Notes

901

A single yellow-tagged yellowfin tuna (Thunnus
albacares), tag ID 52853, was recovered during the
reporting period from the large pelagic longline
vessel Santa Cruz (ZR4474) registered to fish from
Cape Town harbour, South Africa. The vessel does
not appear on the ICCAT list of registered vessels.
The tag was reported to the RO on 30 August 2019
by a Department of Fisheries representative that had
received the notification from the vessel Skipper. The
tag was collected from the Skipper on 04 September
and a reward of R120.00 was issued to the tag finder
as well as t-shirts for the crew. The fish was caught
on 21 August 2019 at location -36.667° S; 19.933° E.
The fish was gilled and gutted at sea by the crew as
per standard processing methods. The processed
weight was recorded at quay side using a mechanical
scale at 43.8 kg kg. The Skipper estimated the green
weight at 68 kg.
Fish length was measured as 168 cm lower jaw fork
length. The sex of the fish was not recorded. The
carcass of the fish was not available to the RO for the
extraction of samples (vertebrae, otoliths) as the fish
had already been processed and sold.

No samples taken as fish already sold
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Table 2: Summary of PSAT tags release date and position and recovery date and position, including days at liberty.
Recovery
number

Argos Code

Spaghetti Tag Code

Length (cm)

Deployment Date

Deployment Position

Pop up date

Pop-up Position

Days at liberty

1

163264

83865

143

03 04 2017

-34.57;18.05

06 04 2017

-34.568, 18.037

2

163312

83857

155

27 03 2017

-34.30;17.69

22 04 2017

-33.28, 14.20

26

3

163257

83862

163

03 04 2017

-34.46;17.79

12 05 2017

-34.997, 25.412

39

4

163258

83870

150

03 04 2017

-34.58;18.04

13 05 2017

-38.249, 23.848

40

5

163291

83868

156

03 04 2017

-34.58;18.05

15 05 2017

-36.858, 20.307

42

6

163290

83867

160

03 04 2017

-34.58;18.06

18 05 2017

-32.405, 31.387

45

7

163302

83863

170

03 04 2017

-34.46;17.79

21 05 2017

-37.313, 23.710

48

8

163298

83887

142

10 04 2017

-34.54;18.00

30 05 2017

-32.543, 14.180

50

9

163255

83861

162

03 04 2017

-34.46;17.80

02 06 2017

-25.565, 39.093

60

10

163305

83864

147

03 04 2017

-34.58;18.06

24 06 2017

-36.698, 18.513

82

11

163296

83869

148

03 04 2017

-34.58;18.05

25 06 2017

-33.417, 27.620

83

12

163259

83866

154

03 04 2017

-34.58;18.06

03 07 2017

-31.729, 38.616

91

NA

163249

83882

174

10 04 2017

-34.54;18.00
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Table 3: Tag-Seeding Tag Reconciliation Table
Tag ID Numbers

Issued By

Person Issued

Vessel Name

% of tags
deployed

Last Contacted

Status

% of tags
reported

Reward
Issued

Invoice
Number

ATP0081050-81051

Craig Haley

Jenrick Heyn

Puffin

100%

30 04 2018

Reported

100%

Yes

60020

ATP0081052-81056

Craig Haley

Jenrick Heyn

Marlin

100%

24 04 2018

Reported

100%

Yes

60020

ATP0081057-81061

Chris Heinecken

Shane de Stadler

Seawin Emerald

80%

26 Oct 2018

Reported

100%

No

ATP0081062-81066

Craig Haley

Tim Quinliven

Tarryn Amy

0%

24 Oct 2018

Batch Lost
Pending
deployment
Pending
deployment
(5/8 tags
reported)
63%

Yes

ATP0081067-81071
ATP0081072-81076

Craig Haley
Craig Haley

Pieter
Mark Felgate

Germischkia
Antares

0%
0%

26 Oct 2018
09 Oct 2018

100%
ATP0081077-81084

Craig Haley

Terrence

Commonwealth

ATP0081085-81089

Craig Haley

Arlindo Lourenco

Mpho

ATP0081090-81094

Craig Haley

Gavin Crouse

Oregon

ATP0081095-81099

Craig Haley

Gavin Crouse

Weston Explorer

ATP0091125-91224

0%
0%
0%

03 Jan 2019

Reported

26 Oct 2018

Batch Lost
Pending
deployment
Pending
deployment

09 Oct 2018
09 Oct 2018

At Recovery
Office

Remaining Tags
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Otolith collection and fish ageing

Otoliths were collected from chemically- tagged yellowfin tuna. Of the three recovered
chemically-tagged fish otoliths were available from two. The first fish had been processed
and the cranial otolith cavity ruptured. The two successfully extracted pairs of otoliths were
stored dry in Eppendorf tubes before being couriered to Fish Ageing Services, Victoria,
Australia. Otoliths were used for daily and annual increment counts. Increment counts were
compared to known times at liberty to validate the deposition rate of (“daily”) microincrements and larger (“annual”) increments. Yellowfin tuna 83883 was the largest OTC
marked fish recovered by the AOTTP and had a time at liberty of 375 days. The information
derived from the fish supported production of scientific research paper, Preliminary results
on AOTTP validation of otolith increment deposition rates in yellowfin tuna in the Atlantic.
Lisa E. Ailloud, Douglas Beare, Jessica H. Farley, Kyne Krusic-Golub. SCRS/2019/071.
CapMarine was notified that the ICCAT-AOTTP program was in need of otoliths from
yellowfin tuna for their reference collection for the purposes of developing ageing studies and
age validation metrics. Through their association with the Biological Sciences Department at
the University of Cape Town (UCT), CapMarine was able to acquire 11 pairs of yellowfin
tuna otoliths from fish ranging from 1270-1700 mm (fork length) (Table 4). Otoliths were
dispatched to Fish Ageing Services in Australia in order that they may be included in the
ICCAT-AOTTP reference collection.
It was agreed that, once aged, the results would be shared with CapMarine and UCT and that
the plates and digital images of the aged-otoliths would be returned to CapMarine Head
Office in Cape Town. The otolith slides are currently housed with Fish Ageing Services until
such time that it is convenient for them to be returned to CapMarine.
In addition caudal vertebrae and dorsal spines for two yellowfin tuna (83880 and 83883)
remain frozen at the RO head office in Cape Town.
Table 4: Details of fish and otoliths for ICCAT-AOTTP Reference Collection.
Sample ID

Species

Date of capture

Total mass (kg)

FL (mm)

Sex (M/F/I)

Gonad mass (g)

Otoliths taken (y/n)

Number of otoliths

Y-11-16

YFT
YFT

28 10 2015

63.16

1500

F

309.5

Y

2

28 10 2015

91.3

1720

M

76.5

Y

2

28 10 2015

58.68

1470

F

296.5

Y

2

16 10 2018

71.55

1574

F

3820

Y

1

18 10 2018

65.95

1490

M

63.5

Y

2

18 10 2018

37.9

1270

F

145.5

Y

2

18 10 2018

77

1597

M

85.3

Y

2

18 10 2018

80.3

1610

M

87.5

y

2

18 10 2018

64.85

1590

F

381

Y

2

18 10 2018

54.55

1464

M

53.8

Y

1

18 10 2018

68.2

1510

F

378

Y

2

Y-11-26
Y-11-36
Y-14-11
Y-15-1
Y-15-3
Y-15-7
Y-15-9
Y-15-13
Y-15-26
Y-15-27

YFT
YFT
YFT
YFT
YFT
YFT
YFT
YFT
YFT
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9th February 2017 to 29th February 2020

Inventory of the reward materials






Approximately 200 orange t-shirts and 300 pistachio t-shirts remain at the Recovery
Office in Cape Town, South Africa.
100 metal tag head seeding tags.
0 applicators
25 reward posters

Visibility
The EU contribution was visible through the implementation of the Tagging Awareness
and Recovery Program. The EU logo and funding statement were visible on flyers,
pamphlets and posters that were handed out at the launch sites for commercial, charter
and recreational vessels in Hout Bay, Cape Town, Saldanha, St. Helena, Struisbaai
harbours, Port Elizabeth, Mossel Bay, East London and Durban harbours. In addition
the poster and pamphlets were uploaded onto thesocial media platform of various fishing
magazine publications at the same time as magazine and newspaper articles were
published.
The European Commission may wish to publicise the results of Actions. Do you have
any objection to this report being published on the EuropeAid website? If so, please
state your objections here.
No Objections.
Name of the contact person for the Action: Stewart Norman

Signature:
Location: Cape Town
Date report due: 31 March 2020
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Appendix 1 – Awareness Program Materials
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Appendix 2 – Magazine articles
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Appendix 3 – Reward Materials Distributed

Figure 3: T-shirts issued to factory personnel and crew of the Seawin Sapphire on which redtagged yellowfin tuna (83880) was recovered 03/11/2017.

Figure 4: T-shirts issued to the tag finder and crew of the FV Puffin for the recovery of a red
tag (83883) and LOTEC archival tag 20th of April 2018.

Figure 5: T-shirts issued to the tag finder and crew of the FV Antares for the recovery of a
yellow tag (52927) on 21st of April 2018.
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Figure 6: T-shirts issued to the tag finder and skipper of the FV Leisha for the recovery of a
yellow tag (52830).

Figure 7: Yellow Tag 52898 recovered from a processed fish found at the Green Fish
processing factory.

Figure 8: Crew of the Saxon issued with yellow T-shirts for recovery of yellow tag 52755 on
23rd of November 2018.
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Figure 9: Crew and Skipper, Marco de Pau, of the Santa Cruz. 30 August 2019 following
recovery of yellowfin tuna 52853.
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